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Abstract
Nowadays, movie box-office revenue and movie theater visitor numbers are relatively
stagnant. A particular problem is that there are fewer movie goers among young people in
their early twenties to early thirties, who tend to spend more. In order to solve this problem, it
is important to use advertising to increase customers’ desire to watch movies, and movie
trailers in particular play a significant role. Currently, the production of movie trailers is very
subjective and relies on experience and intuition. It is a matter of concern that the relative
quality of movie trailers is inconsistent and, furthermore, qualitative evaluations are
ambiguous (implicit). Thus, this research aims to create movie trailers that will increase
customers’ desire to watch movies by using statistical science and biometrics. Specifically,
this involves (1) investigating the compositional elements of movie trailers, (2) conducting
tests using electrodermal responses, (3) analysing lines of sight during viewing of movie
trailers, (4) analysing the scenes composing the trailer using pair comparison, and (5)
measuring brain activity during viewing of movie trailers. Based on the findings, the authors
constructed a “movie trailer scene composition model” by quantitatively clarifying factors
such as when and what kind of scenes should be incorporated into movie trailers. This model
has been used to create movie trailers that will increase customers’ desire to watch movies,
and the required results have been attained.
Keywords: compositional elements model of movie trailers; electro dermal responses;
measuring brain activity
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1. Introduction
Moviemaking has become a major industry in Japan. Due to factors such as the emergence of
multi-screen cinema complexes, the number of movie theater screens and the number of
movies shown have both been increasing in recent years. By contrast, growth in box office
revenue and movie theater visitor numbers has slowed and leveled off since 2001, making it
necessary for today’s industry to improve the quality of its advertising to increase the
customers’ desire to watch movies.
Currently, movie trailers are created by movie trailer producers based on the concept of the
film. However, the creative process is a subjective one that depends on the producer’s
intuition and technique, and the quality of the resulting trailer varies significantly with the
producer who created it. This study aims to propose a movie trailer scene compositional
model by quantitatively assessing the characteristics of movie trailers that increase the
viewers’ desire to watch movies and to facilitate the creation of trailers that increase that
desire based on that model.

2. State of the Movie Industry in Japan
Growth in box office revenue and movie theater visitor numbers has been flat in recent years
(Japanese Movie Industry Statistics, 2012). Advertising that increases the customers’ desire to
watch movies will be important in resolving this issue, and movie trailers have a major role to
play. Since production of movie trailers is a subjective process characterized by significant
variations in quality, the ambiguity of assessments of their quality remains an outstanding
problem. Compared to box office revenue of ¥170.862 billion and theater attendance of
1,353.9 million in 2000, revenue and attendance have shown growth, reaching highs of
¥220.737 billion and 1,743.58 million in 2010. Yet figures for 2011 show a decrease in both
metrics, with revenue falling to ¥181.197 billion and attendance to 1,447.26 million. By
contrast, the number of films showing exceeded 800 in 2006 and, despite a subsequent slight
decline, was still 799 in 2011, 100 films more than around 2003. The number of screens,
which was about 2,500 in 2000, exceeded 3,000 in 2006 and reached about 3,400 in 2011,
indicating an increasing trend in recent years. Simply increasing the number of films and
screens is not sufficient to boost box office revenue and movie theater visitor numbers.
Examining the movie participation rate by age, the authors find that it is higher for younger
consumers and that it decreases with age. However, looking at how that rate has changed over
time, the authors find that while the participation rate for teenagers and customers in their
twenties has fallen over the last 10 years, the rate has increased for customers aged 40 and
higher. Nonetheless, the participation rate for young consumers is higher, and that group
comprises a major segment of the movie market.
Taking all of this together, theaters have put in place an environment in recent years that
allows customers to watch more movies. However, movie theater visitor numbers are
hovering around 1.6 billion, and the authors can infer that simply increasing the number of
films and screens is not sufficient in order to encourage customers to watch more movies. In
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the current state of affairs, there will be fewer and fewer opportunities to have customers
watch movies if their interest is not awakened, and simply producing more movies will not
accomplish this objective.
Compounding this challenge is a trend among young consumers, who constitute a major
segment of the movie market, to seek entertainment elsewhere than from movies.
Consequently, the contemporary movie industry finds itself faced with the need to increase
the quality of its advertising to increase the customers’ desire to watch movies.

3. Previous Research
The field of film is starting to attract scientific attention, as evidenced by research by
Takahashi et al. on movie titles (2000) and by Tanimura on causes of movie-related behavior
(2004). This research concluded that AIDA theory, a behavior model, applies to the process
extending from recognition of a movie to the behavior of going to a theater, even though
movies are an intangible asset. Imamura demonstrated that it is possible to assess the
emotional state of customers watching movies in a quantitative manner by means of the SAM
method (2007). Shinosaki and Shiizuka conducted a sensibility-based evaluation of movie
posters (2007), and Uchida, Ohara and Yamada developed an approach for increasing
customers’ desire to watch movies using the same media (2009), demonstrating the
effectiveness of applying statistical science and line-of-sight analysis to the creation of movie
posters. Koyama focused on the responsibilities of movie producers, who play an important
role in the production of movies, and offered them creative support in order to improve the
quality of movies by focusing on movie planning (2010).
Based on this information, the authors focused on movie trailers based on our belief that they,
out of all the movie industry’s advertising media, are best suited to attract the attention of the
general public and communicate information about movies due to their use of video content.
As an example of previous research that has targeted movie trailers, Shu-Gao Ma and
Wei-Qiang Wang (2011) and Iida, Goto, and Fukuchi cited the effectiveness of using GSR
(Galvanic Skin Response) biometrics in the creation of movie trailers (2011). This study
focuses on video as a characteristic of movie trailers and, in an effort to build on this research,
the authors have sought to clarify, quantify, and quantitatively assess the relationship between
time and scenes by using the same statistical science techniques employed by Amasaka et al.
as well as brain activity measurement techniques utilized by Kono and Muranaka (2010) in
order to develop a creative support approach model for movie trailer producers.

4. Creating Movie Trailers that Increase the Desire to Watch Movies
4.1 Interviews of Workers at a Movie Trailer Production Company
To investigate the movie trailer production process, the authors interviewed workers at Gal
Enterprise Inc. They found that implicit in the work is an approach to trailer composition that
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relies on the underrlying moviie’s conceptt and that trrailer protottypes are tyypically creaated and
revised numerous times duriing the prooduction process. Sincce creators rely on th
heir own
intuitionn, techniquues, and exp
perience too do their work
w
in a subjective
s
m
manner, diffferences
among creators leaad to differeences in the quality of the
t trailers.
In orderr to achievee the objecttive of the m
movie traileer that is to
o increase ccustomers’ desire
d
to
watch tthe movie, it becomes necessary to make a quantitativee assessmennt of what types of
trailer will successfully inccrease custoomers’ inteerest in watching moovies. Sincce these
intervieews led us to
t an undersstanding thaat customerr preferencees and requiired elemen
nts differ
with thee movie geenre and customer age group, for this study the authorss opted to focus
f
on
action m
movies andd on young consumerss, the largesst market fo
or movies aand yet onee that is
movingg away from
m films.
4.2 Typpes of Compposition in Movie
M
Traileers
To clarrify the natture of thee compositiional elemeents in mo
ovie trailerss that increease the
customeers’ desire to watch movies,
m
the authors inv
vestigated the importannce of a vaariety of
variablees such as thhe presencee of stylisticc rhythm and
d introduction of the caast (Figure 1.).

Figu
ure 1. An E
Example of a Questionn
naire
4.3 Anaalysis of Com
mpositionall Elements iin Movie Trrailers
The autthors conduucted a facctor analysi s to assess the relatio
onships betw
ween movie trailer
compossitional elem
ments in a more
m
specifi
fic manner. We were ab
ble to do soo in this anaalysis by
groupinng the 17 trrailer compo
ositional el ements acccording to common
c
facctors and cllarifying
the com
mmon factorrs operating
g among thee elements.
They naamed the No.
N 1 factor “Evaluatio n”, which was
w charactterized by hhigh factor loadings
l
in the fo
form of movvie festival prizes,
p
induustry ranking
gs, and custtomers’ abillity to imagine their
feelingss after watcching the movie.
m
Simillarly, they named
n
the No.
N 2 factoor “Story” based
b
on
plot outtline, accesssibility, and climactic sscene. They named the No. 3 factoor “Video” based
b
on
stylisticc rhythm, pace,
p
and th
he number of scenes. The No. 4 factor wass named “C
Creators”
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based oon the distrributor, direector, and ccast. The No.
N 5 factor was nameed “Role” based
b
on
indicatiion of the opening
o
datte, indicatioon of the tiitle, and meessage. Thee No. 6 facctor was
named ““Narration”” and the No
o. 7 factor w
was named “Soundtrack
k” (Figure 22.).
The auuthors madde a numeerical assesssment of the relatio
onships am
mong moviee trailer
compossitional elem
ments by co
onducting a covariance structure analysis
a
to w
weight the elements
e
(Figure 3.). In thhis way, it was foundd that the elements of particularr importancce were
“Sounddtrack,” indiication of tiitle and opeening date in
i “Role off the Trailerr,” accessibiility and
plot outtline in “Moovie Story,”” and stylistiic rhythm in
n “Trailer Video.”
V

Fiigure 2. Facctor Matrix after Rotatiion

Figure 3. Modeel Diagram oof the Moviie Trailer Im
mportant Eleement
It was iidentified chharacteristiccs of each ttrailer comp
positional ellement baseed on free-rresponse
answerss concerninng the elements’ imporrtance (Figu
ure 4.). Using text minning, it wass able to
articulaate the speciific roles of the elemennts.
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Figure 4. Result of Text
T Mining
4.4 Visuualization off Emotion with
w GSR (G
Galvanic Skkin Responsee) Biometriccs
By usinng GSR, it is
i possible to
t assess chhanges in thee viewers’ mental
m
statee, such as th
hose that
occur w
when they are
a excited or
o thrilled, by measuriing changess in the elecctrical resistance of
the skinn caused byy emotional sweating. E
Emotional sweating
s
is most likelyy to be exprressed at
the finggertips, and when watcching a movvie trailer, a mental sw
weating reacction appears at the
fingertipps as vieweers gain visual and audditory information and
d stimulationn. In this sttudy, the
authors measured the
t reaction
ns of 13 subbjects as theey watched movie traillers for threee films:
ure 5.). It was measu
ured the
The Exxpendables, The Insiteemill, and Eat Pray Love (Figu
differennce in GSR before and
d after the suubjects wattched the traailers and ccalculated th
he mean
and stanndard deviaation for theese values. F
For the purp
poses of ou
ur experimennt, we then
n defined
values iin excess off the reactio
on boundaryy value of {Reaction
{
boundary vaalue = (Mean + 2) ×
standardd deviation}. In this way,
w the authhors assessed the reacttions of subbject No. 1 through
No. 13 (11 of whoom provided
d valid dataa) as they watched
w
the three moviie trailers as
a a time
6
sequencce (Figure 6.).

Figurre 5. 3 Movvies Selected
d as Experim
mental
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Figure
F
6. GS
SR Result (E
Expendablees)
Figure 77. below lissts the num
mber of subjeects exhibitting reaction
ns in line w
with time seequences
for eachh of the movvie trailers. Only timess at which th
hree or morre subjects eexhibited a reaction
are included, and times at which
w
four or more subjects
s
exhibited a rreaction hav
ve been
highlighhted.
The Exxpendables, an action movie, proompted thee most reacctions. It w
was also fou
und that
overall subjects had
h the mosst reactionss at the beeginning and end of eeach trailer. It was
consideered that thiis fact is lin
nked to the primacy efffect and th
he familiaritty effect that is the
tendenccy of the firrst and last memories, respectivelly, to remain vivid. Sinnce our aim
m was to
assess w
which partss of movie trailers eliccit viewer excitement
e
using GSR
R, it was ellected to
focus oon The Exppendables, which proompted the most reactions, by cconducting a more
detailedd analysis.
With thhe goal of clarifying what
w
kind oof scenes prompted
p
th
hese reactioons, it was posited
changess in the brigghtness of th
he video im
mage, chang
ges in the so
oundtrack, aand sound effects as
the priincipal cauuses that influencedd viewers’ emotional state affter conducting a
second--by-second comparison
n of the nuumber of viewers
v
exh
hibiting a re
reaction witth scene
details.

Fiigure 7. Reaaction Num
mber of Peopple along th
he Time Seriies of Each Movie Traiiler
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The auuthors then developed a time-seqquence model for mo
ovie trailerss that increease the
viewerss’ desire to watch mo
ovies based on these experimenta
e
al results uusing electrrodermal
responsses (Figure 8.). It wass found thaat with this time-sequeence modell, which asssumes a
trailer llength of abbout two minutes,
m
it w
were able to
t leave an
n impressionn of viewerrs while
increasiing their deesire to watcch the moviie in questio
on by moviing scenes w
with a high level of
impact to the beginning and the end off the trailerr (to take advantage
a
oof the prim
macy and
familiarrity effects) and placing
g scenes thaat introducee the development of thhe movie’s storyline,
s
which w
were identiified as im
mportant in our investiigation into
o movie traailer compo
ositional
elementts, in betweeen.

Figu
ure 8. Moviee Trailer Tim
me Series Model
M
4.5 Anaalysis of Moovie Trailer Scene Comp
mposition
4.5.1 A
Analysis of Viewers’
V
Lin
nes of Sightt while Wattching Moviie Trailers
Using aan eye markk recorder, which
w
makees it possible to visualizze and meaasure where viewers
are lookking, it was identified
d the elemeents on whiich viewers focused thheir attentio
on while
watchinng the traileer. The autho
ors conductted an AOI analysis to quantify linne-of-sight loitering
l
times inn order to define
d
a list of the view
wers’ region
ns of interest by using hheat maps and
a gaze
plots. H
Heat maps indicate where
w
the viewers’ lines
l
of sight are staationary in
ndicating
concenttration, and gaze plots order the loocations at which
w
the subjects’ linnes of sight loitered.
After investigatinng characteer and iteem elemen
nts, text and subtittle elemen
nts, and
backgroound/other, it was foun
nd that subj
bjects paid particular
p
attention
a
to character and
a item
elementts (Figure 9.).
9
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Figure
F
9. G
Gaze Dwell Time
T
of AO
OI
Based oon this fact, the authorss defined sccenes in whiich characteer and item elements arre active
as “Acttion Sceness,” scenes in
nvolving diialog insteaad of characcter and item
m action ass “Quiet
Scenes,,” and scenees in which characters aand items arre absent ass “Backgrouund.”
4.5.2 Annalysis of Trailer
T
Scene Composittion Using the
t Pair Com
mparison M
Method
The auuthors inveestigated th
he optimal proportion
n of action
n scenes, quiet scen
nes, and
backgroound in the introductio
on, storylinee introduction, and clim
mactic scenne of the traailer and
summarrized the results in the form of an evaluation using
u
pair comparison
c
(Figure 10..).

Figure 10. Pairwisse Comparison Survey Results
They deetermined thhe ratio (staandard valuue) of moviee trailer scene composiition by assigning a
score too each respoonse based on these reesults. They
y then divid
ded the diffe
ference betw
ween the
responsse with the largest
l
sum and that w
with the smallest sum by
y the numbeer of respon
nses and
calculatted the weigght of each compositioonal scene in
i the introd
duction, storryline intro
oduction,
and clim
mactic scenee
4.5.3 Exxperiment to
t Measure Brain
B
Activvity while Watching
W
Mo
ovie Trailerrs
To deteermine how
w scenes should be coombined, th
he authors measured
m
br
brain activitty in six
subjectss as they watched
w
the four target movie traillers. Becausse our studyy had identiified the
skillful implementtation of a stylistic rhhythm in the video--tthat is, alteernating periods of
excitem
ment and relaxation--ass importantt in the creeation of a successful movie trailler, they
targetedd mid-alphaa brain wav
ves, which are associaated with th
he subject’s being in a relaxed
81
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state off concentraation. Since mid-alphaa brain wav
ves can be observed aat four freq
quencies
rangingg from 9 to 12 Hz, they
y used the total value of observed
d voltages ffrom 9 to 12
1 Hz in
our anaalysis (Figuure 11.). Since
S
valuees that diveerge greatly from thee average may be
erroneoous, they ussed large reeaction bounndary valuees in our efffort to ass ess which types
t
of
scene compositionn allowed viewers to rellax and con
ncentrate. It was then ddeveloped a number
of hypootheses:


Usee of numeroous dark sceenes is not cconducive to
o a high lev
vel of mid-aalpha brain activity.
a



Souund has a prronounced effect
e
on m
mid-alpha activity (use of
o too manyy loud sound
ds is not
connducive to a high level of mid-alphha activity)..



Usee of a seriees of sceness with intennse action or
o movemeent is not coonducive to
o a high
levvel of mid-allpha activity
y.



Mixxing a varieety of scenees together iis conducivee to a high level
l
of midd-alpha activ
vity.

Figure 11. Boundary L
Line and To
otal Value off Mid-alphaa
4.5.4 Coonstructing a Model fo
or Creating M
Movies Traailers
It was ddeveloped a movie traailer scene ccomposition
n model bassed on the information
n gained
from thhese analysees (Figure 12.).
1
It is nnot critical to
t exactly observe
o
the proportion of each
scene rrelative to the whole as obtaine d from thee pair comp
parison. Thhe authors believe,
howeveer, that it is important
i
to
o come withhin a margin
n of 5% to 10% of thosse values. Based
B
on
the resuults of our analysis of movie trailler compositional elem
ments and m
measuremen
nt of the
subjectss’ brain actiivity as they
y watched m
movie traileers, they believe that viiewers can be
b given
a strongg and favoraable impression of the movie by mixing
m
togetther a numbber of scenees where
possiblee instead off relying on
n a monotoonous scene compositio
on. This is because giv
ving the
trailer sstylistic rhythm is partiicularly impportant. they
y believe th
his can be aachieved by
y placing
the intrroduction off the produccer, which isn’t particu
ularly impo
ortant, after the point at
a which
viewerss are first exxcited in thee introductioon, by placiing characteer and cast iintroduction
ns at the
82
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beginniing of the storyline introductioon, and by
y placing the title and openin
ng date
introducctions, whicch are impo
ortant elemeents, immed
diately afterr the climact
ctic scene. Based
B
on
our electrodermal experimen
nts, careful investigatio
on of the flow
f
of deescription in
n movie
trailers,, and our annalysis of the viewer’s bbrain activitty, it was seet targets off about four seconds
for the title introduuction, abou
ut two seconnds for the opening daate introducttion, and ab
bout one
second for the production
p
introductionn. The casst and chaaracter intro
roductions may be
lengthenned or shorrtened to reeflect the reelative impo
ortance of th
hose elemennts in the movie
m
in
questionn. The authhors believee that by ccreating traiilers that reeflect this m
movie traileer scene
compossition model, it will be possible to increase the viewers’ desire
d
to waatch moviess.

F
Figure
12. The Movie Trailer Sceene Compossition Modeel

5. Movvie Trailer Production
P
n and Beneffits
The autthors createed a new trrailer basedd on the in
nformation gained
g
from
m the moviie trailer
scene ccompositionn model. Baased on the facts that it
i is easiest to obtain rreactions fo
or action
movies when perfoorming GSR
R experimeents and thaat our subjeccts had not seen it, theey chose
UZZ - as thhe target movie.
HOT FU
They coonducted a verification
n using GS
SR to compaare the trailler produceed using thiis model
with thhe existing trailer and gauge whhether the viewers’
v
deesire to wattch the mo
ovie had
increaseed and wheether the GS
SR graph haad identified
d as ideal had
h been achhieved. Theey asked
the subjjects to wattch both thee existing trrailer and the new traiiler, without
ut revealing to them
which w
was which.
The GS
SR reaction characterisstics closelyy resemble the
t reaction
n characteriistics we deerived as
describeed in Sectioon 5 and cou
uld be descrribed as an ideal
i
graph (Figure 13..).
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F
Figure 13. Result of GSR
G in New
w Movie Traailer that was Create byy the Authorrs
Below, It was had summarized
d the reactioons of 10 su
ubjects, noting only thoose location
ns where
at least 3 of the 10 subjects ex
xhibited a reeaction and
d highlightin
ng in red thoose location
ns where
at least 4 subjects exhibited a reaction. T
The data reeveals that the
t new traiiler prompted more
e
traiiler and thatt the new trailer triggerred a particuularly large number
reactionns than the existing
of reacttions at the beginning
b
and
a end, connfirming thee validity off the model..

6. Concclusion
In this study, whicch utilized statistical sscience and
d GSR, the authors weere able to identify
characteer and item
m elements using line--of-sight an
nalysis, to develop
d
a m
movie traileer scene
compossition modeel, and to crreate a movvie trailer th
hat increased the vieweers’ desire to
t watch
the targget movie. we conducted a verifi
fication usin
ng GSR to compare thhe trailer produced
p
using thhis model with
w the exissting trailerr and gaugee whether th
he viewers’ desire to watch
w
the
movie hhad increased and wheether the GS
SR graph had
h identifieed as ideal hhad been acchieved.
Watchinng both thee existing trrailer and thhe new trailler, withoutt revealing tto them wh
hich was
which, the GSR reaction
r
ch
haracteristiccs closely resemble
r
th
he reaction characterisstics we
derivedd. It means our model has worth w
when movie trailer creeator makess the work, thereby
achievinng the expeected resultss. In the futuure, we are going to co
onduct this m
model to Jap
pan film
industryy and want to
t contributte to attract customers.
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